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The Ailsa’s Aim Essential Care Pack

These packs are offered to anyone who has an unexpected stay in hospital
and are intended to soften the blow and provide some home comforts.

They comprise 5-10 luxury, health, cosmetic or care items and are delivered
in one of our recognisable reusable green tote bags.

The Ailsa’s Aim Cancer, Chemotherapy and Complex Diagnoses Care Pack

These packs are offered to anyone with extended stays in hospital owing
to complex medical diagnoses and are designed to provide a mix of

functional care items and little rays of sunshine. They comprise 5-10
luxury, health, cosmetic or care items and activity booklets and are

delivered to wards in one of our recognisable reusable green tote bags
for distribution to patients.

The Ailsa’s Aim Mini Treatment Pack

These packs are delivered to wards in one of our recognisable letter-box
sized boxes and available for patients to pick up from one of our branded
stands. They are offered to those visiting wards and clinics for complex

diagnosis appointments. These comprise 5-10 miniature health and
cosmetic pamper products and travel-sized sachets.
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These packs are offered to anyone undergoing cancer treatment. 
We have specially selected 5 essential items and have created our

own products.  All of our own branded luxury items are ethically
sourced, vegan friendly and cruelty free.

The Ailsa’s Aim Neonatal and Baby Special Care Pack

These packs are delivered to Special Care Baby Units for distribution
to parents of babies in special care and are intended to provide helpful

necessities and comforting items to both baby and parent. These comprise
5-10 baby-friendly, functional and comforting products.

The Ailsa’s Aim Men’s Wash Pack

These packs are delivered to men’s cancer and complex diagnosis wards
for distribution to those with extended stays in hospital and are

intended to provide the items necessary for a more comfortable stay.
These packs comprise 5-10 health, hygiene and comfort items.

The Ailsa’s Aim Women’s Make-Up Pack

These packs are delivered to women’s cancer and complex diagnosis
wards for distribution to those with extended stays in hospital and
are intended to provide morale-boosting items. These packs comprise

5-10 branded beauty products.


